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China’s Central
Committee

Continued growth, but time for change
On the 9th of November, China’s most powerful and influential political
figures met in Beijing to discuss the political agenda for the Communist
Party. The meeting is called the Central Committee Meeting and this
time it was the third session of the 18th Central Committee that
convened. This meeting, formally called the Third Plenum of the 18th
Central Committee, has been one of the most important events in
Chinese politics in recent time since it is the first Central Committee
meeting since president Xi Jinping took office.

The meeting comes as China faces major economic and social
challenges. With its growing economy, to a large extent fueled by bad
credit, China is facing several structural problems and the main
challenge for China’s leadership is to reform the financial system in a
manner which avoids a financial crisis. Xi Jinping indicated prior to the
meeting to foreign leaders that this meeting would be the most
important, with regards to reform, since the Third Plenum of the 11th
Central Committee in 1978, when Deng Xiaoping led the way for the
economic reform that transformed the country to what it is today.
The media coverage has been enormous, both prior and after the
meeting, and the expectations of the reforms have been very high, even
though they are, at this stage only concepts and it may take months or
even years before any reforms actually comes in force.

The central committee is the
highest authority within the
communist party in China. It
holds
approximately
380
members, selected every five
years, and the body appoints
some of the most powerful
figures in China, including the
General Secretary, members of
the
Politiburo
Standing
Committee as well as the
Central Military Commission.
Although the Central Committee
does not exercise legislative
reform as a corporate body, it is
an important body in the sense
that it contains the leading
figures within the party, state
and military and acts as a forum
for where the party policy is
discussed and decided on.
One example of this is the Third
Plenary Session of the 11th
Central Committee in 1978, with
Deng Xiaoping leading the way
for the economic reform that
has transformed China to the
economy it is today.
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Shanghai free trade zone
The new free trade zone launched on September, 29th, 2013,
covers 29 square kilometers in
Shanghai’s district Pudong.
Within
the
zone
foreign
currency exchange
will be
liberalized and banks will be
able to set market interest rates
which will be different from
those in the rest of China.
According to the government
outline there will be six areas
where industries will be opened
during the next three years
(Financial, Shipping, Commercial, Professional, Cultural and
Social).
The zone is being seen as a
testing ground for economic
reforms in the country. When
the concept of the zone turns
out successful, expanding the
new policies to the rest of China
is possible. Furthermore, it has
been advertised as the most
important attempt at economic
reform since the establishment
of the country’s first special
economic zone in 1980 in
Shenzhen.
The project is a major part of
Shanghai's drive to make itself
an international financial center
by 2020, and comes as China's
ruling Communist Party tries to
shift the country away from its
long reliance on investments
and exports, and more towards
consumer demand.

Reforms Part 1
1. Financial Reform
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Financial topics
The Chinese financial system is
highly regulated and mainly
mainly based on banking loans.
Due
to
the
government
preferences for longstanding or
large
projects
and
large
companies, China's banking
loans have mainly flown to
government-subsidized
projects, State-owned or largesized enterprises, and dominant
traditional
industries
while
leaving many small and less
powerful companies, mostly
privately-run, desperately hungry for funds. In addition to that
the banking sector is also
strictly regulated with six major
banks which splitting almost half
of the total loan-market, each
having specific tasks and duties.
Moreover there is a tight governmental control regarding the
pricing of water, electricity and
other key resources have made
these resources a source of
major distortion.
Chinese regulators
favoring
state-controlled firms together
with an extremely long listing
process for IPOs has created a
lot
of
frustration
among
investors

Reforms Part 2
Differing from the financial reforms,
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The economy of China is
dominated
by State-owned
enterprises (SOE). These are
companies owned by the local,
provincial,
and
national
governments. Today, the largest
SOEs under direct government
control normally pay five to
twenty percent of their profits to
the government in dividends.
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3. Land Rights:

migrant workers having to give up

Up until now in China, according to

their entitled public services when

the Land Management Law, rights

moving to urban areas.

to the rural collective land including

As of today, China’s welfare
system ties benefits like health
care and pensions to a person’s
place of birth. Resulting
in
more than 200 million migrant
workers not being able to
access health care, pensions or
education for their children in
their host city.
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Was implemented in order to
control the population growth,
required most couples living in
urban areas to have one child.
This policy has been relaxed
later on and prior to the new
reform, both parents had to be
sole children to be eligible for a
second child.
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“Curb your enthusiasm”
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The expectations of what actual

being that most SOE’s – in their
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private companies are very high.

are very high.

public sector will likely be about
letting private players into a market
run by SOE’s and not about
actually privatizing existing SOEs,
even if it were, few investors would
have

the financial

strength

to

acquire companies of that size –
the combined revenue last year of
the 120 largest SOEs accounted
for 43 percent of GDP.

“Beijing has certainly talked the
talk of changes and the hope is
for the new leaders to walk the
walk,”
Societe
Generale's
economist Wei Yao
“Even when the top leadership
does set out a clear framework,
they’re not always able to push
reforms through the system,”
Timothy Beardson, author of
Stumbling Giant – The Threats
to China’s Future

characteristics we have seen in

fundamentally. The simple reason

Mostly the reform of privatizing the

Public opinions

“China is very much on the path
of furthering market-led economic reform”, Shada Islam,
policy director of the Brusselsbased think tank Friends of
Europe
China economists Jian Chang
observed that economic growth
tends to slow in the years
following the Third Plenum
meetings, which reflects the fact
that structural reforms, while
good for the longer term tend to
slow growth in the short term
“The already opened door will
never be closed again. Reform
and opening up is a never
ending process”, Xi Jinping,
General Secretary of the
Chinese
Communist
Party
(CCP)
“While these reforms are a step
in the right direction, the
difficulty
will
be
in
the
implementation given there are
interest groups in government
and in the state-owned sector
whom will be resistant to
change,” Jim Reid, macro
strategist at Deutsche Bank
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